STEM Adventures

**Wolf**
Air of the Wolf – (Fearful Symmetry)

Code of the Wolf – (1-2-3 Go!), (Fearful Symmetry), (Cub Scouts Can Code)

Collections & Hobbies – (Down and Dirty), (Out of This World), (Science Everywhere), (Uncovering the Past)

Digging in the Past – (Down and Dirty), (Nova WILD!), (Science Everywhere)

Finding Your Way – (Tech Talk)

Germs Alive! – (Out of This World), (Science Everywhere)

Grow Something – (Down and Dirty), (Nova WILD!), (Science Everywhere)

Motor Away - (Fearful Symmetry), (Out of This World), (Swing!), (Tech Talk)

Paws of Skill - (Swing!)

Spirit of Water – (Nova WILD!)

**Bear**

Baloo the Builder - (Swing!)

A Bear Goes Fishing – (Nova WILD!), (Science Everywhere), (Swing!)

A World of Sound – (Tech Talk)

Bear Picnic – (Science Everywhere)

Beat of the Drum - (Uncovering the Past)

Critter Care – (Nova WILD!), (Science Everywhere)

Forensics - (Fearful Symmetry)

Make it Move - (Tech Talk)

Marble Madness - (Fearful Symmetry)

Robotics - (1-2-3 Go!), (Out of This World), (Cub Scouts Can Code)

Super Science – (Down and Dirty), (Out of This World)
Webelos

Adventures in Science – (Down and Dirty), (Out of This World), (Swing!)

Art Explosion - (Fearful Symmetry)

Build It - (Fearful Symmetry), (Tech Talk)

Earth Rocks! – (Down and Dirty), (Science Everywhere)

Engineer - (Out of This World), (Swing!)

Fix It - (Tech Talk)

Game Design - (1-2-3 Go!), (Out of This World), (Cub Scouts Can Code)

Into the Wild - (Nova WILD!)

Into the Woods - (Nova WILD!)

Looking Back, Looking Forward - (Uncovering the Past)

Maestro! – (Fearful Symmetry), (Science Everywhere)

Movie Making - (Tech Talk)

Project Family - (Uncovering the Past)